
Process Portfolio
Still Life

Place the rest of your 
pages IN ORDER & 
front to back in sheet 
protectors …





Original Photo



Black and white copy …. Fold in half



Contour Line Drawing

Cut out and glue down 
small contour line 
drawing



Big experimentation sheet – at least 1

Fold in half



Describe: Final Painting

Glue down photo of final painting

CENTERED on page



Describe the “basics” of your drawing

Briefly answer ONLY the questions listed…

Include topic sentence and concluding sentence
5-7 complete sentences

In my art piece, Over the Moon, you can see many things. 
First, you can see that it is eight inches by twelve inches. It is 
just bigger than a traditional portrait which made it easier to 
draw. Second, you can see that I used graphite using ….

Underline or italics art titles



2 elements + vocab + where 
you used it in your painting

2 principles + vocab + where 
you used it in your painting

Be
Specific!



What was your “story”, your focus, or EMPHASIS? 

• Please use 1-3 complete sentences 



Do you think your work was successful? Why and/or why not?

• Provide evidence – use 3+ specific examples from your piece
• Please use 5-10 complete sentences 

Standard #1: Observation
I can use close observation to understand objective reality and 
realistic representation.

I can apply the elements (value, form, color, SPACE) and 
principles (UNITY, contrast, pattern) as means of 
communication.

Standard #3: Create

I can demonstrate competency with the selected media-

acrylic paint and brushstrokes



Place rubrics in protector
See BOTH sides







Do you think your work was successful? Why and/or why not?

• Provide evidence – use 3+ specific examples from your piece
• Please use 5-9 complete sentences 

 Standard #3: Create

I can create works of art representing 

traditional subject matter – figure/portrait.

I can demonstrate competency with acrylic paint – variety of 
techniques.

 Standard #1: Transfer

I can observe painting styles found throughout art history.


